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Abstract

A tracking-integrated hybrid micro-concentrator module is presented that can harvest

direct, diffuse, and albedo irradiance components. It uses biconvex 180× lens arrays

to concentrate direct light on high-efficiency III–V solar cells (29% module efficiency

has been demonstrated outdoors on direct sunlight at Concentrator Standard Test

Conditions) and a planar micro-tracking mechanism to allow installation in static

frames. Two architectures have been developed to harvest diffuse irradiance: (1) a

hybrid architecture where the backplane is covered with monofacial or bifacial Si

cells; (2) a translucent architecture where diffuse light is transmitted through the

module for dual-land-use applications, such as agrivoltaics. Simulations show that the

hybrid architecture provides an excess of yearly energy production compared to 20%

efficiency flat-plate photovoltaic (PV) module in all locations studied, including those

with a low direct normal irradiance (DNI) content, and up to 38% advantage in high-

DNI locations. The use of bifacial heterojunction and interdigitated back-contact Si

cells has been explored for the glass–Si–glass backplane laminate to harvest albedo

light. Bifacial gains modeled can boost energy yield by about 30% in the best

scenario. We discuss the perspectives of the translucent modules for dual-land-use

applications as well, such as integration in greenhouses for agriculture-integrated PV

(agrivoltaics). This architecture can provide up to 47% excess electricity compared to

a spaced reference Si array that transmits the same amount of solar
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photosynthetically active radiation for crop production. The HIPERION consortium

funded by the European H2020 program is making an intensive effort to take this

technology to the industrial scale.
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agrivoltaics, agrophotovoltaics, bifacial silicon, hybrid PV module, III–V concentrator, micro-
concentrator, static concentrator, tracking-integrated concentrator

1 | INTRODUCTION

Despite having achieved the largest photovoltaic (PV) conversion effi-

ciency to date (Steiner et al,1 p. 43), concentrator photovoltaics (CPV)

has not yet been able to compete with silicon flat-plate because of

higher investment costs and a potential market limited to utility-scale

projects in locations with a high fraction of direct sunlight.2 Further-

more, the need of bulky two-axis trackers prevents their use in roof-

top installations. For some years now, research groups around the

world have been intensively exploring some innovations to overcome

these difficulties, notably

• Micro-scale concentrating photovoltaics: reducing cell size below

1 mm to introduce fundamental gains, notably the reduction of

light absorption, thermal losses, material consumption, and carbon

footprint.3

• Integrated tracking: the module chassis remains static while

sunlight is concentrated on the cells via some internal tracking

mechanism.4 This allows installing the module on a fixed structure

and enables CPV for residential or commercial rooftop markets.

• Use of the diffuse fraction: conventional CPV systems can only

capture direct sunlight, which strongly affects their market oppor-

tunities as the diffuse fraction accounts for 10% to 30% of total

insolation even in high direct normal irradiance (DNI) areas.5 The

diffuse irradiance is transmitted by the primary optics but spread

over the back plane rather than concentrated on the III–V solar

cells. The diffuse irradiance can either be harvested by large

non-concentrator PV cells (e.g., Si or thin film) installed on the

backplane, thus creating a dual or hybrid CPV/flat-plate module, or

transmitted through the module for dual-land-use applications.

The Swiss start-up Insolight has developed a micro-CPV module

based on high-efficiency III–V multi-junction solar cells that incorpo-

rates planar micro-tracking and a hybrid CPV/flat-plate architecture.

Integrated tracking enables fixed-mount rooftop applications and the

hybrid approach makes the concept suitable for locations with a high

diffuse fraction. After the demonstration of a module efficiency of

29%, the HIPERION consortium funded by the European H2020

program is making an intensive effort to take this technology to the

industrial scale. Based on a similar planar tracking architecture,

Insolight is also developing translucent modules that transmit diffuse

light and open up perspectives for integration in buildings (BIPV) or

dual-land-use applications (e.g., agrivoltaics). This work presents the

main design concepts behind these technologies, the challenges in the

roadmap to commercialization and the ongoing efforts for accurately

modeling its performance in order to estimate the energy yield gains

that can be achieved with respect to conventional flat-plate modules.

2 | INSOLIGHT'S PLANAR MICRO-
TRACKING MODULE WITH DIFFUSE LIGHT
HARVESTING

There are two fundamental approaches to integrate tracking within a

module: beam steering and micro-tracking.4 In the former, the varying

incidence angle of sunlight is redirected towards the concentrator

optics through the mechanical movement of some steering element

(like a prism or a mirror) or by varying its optical properties. In the

micro-tracking approach, the light is concentrated by the optical layer

into some particular location, which changes with varying solar angles,

and then some internal tracking element moves the solar cell or a cou-

pling element to capture this concentrated light. This approach needs

a special optical design to ensure high concentration for the wide

range of angles of incidence (AOIs) of daily direct sunlight, as the focal

length of a lens varies with AOI.6 Therefore, lateral and vertical adjust-

ments to the receiver plane (solar cells) are needed to track the sun.

Insolight has developed a planar tracking mechanism able to transform

lateral actuation into lateral and vertical displacements. Other mecha-

nisms that pursue the same objective have been published in the liter-

ature.7,8 The planar micro-tracking enables Insolight modules to be

installed at a fixed tilt in a static frame (Figure 1A). Direct sunlight is

focused by a polymer lens array onto III–V triple-junction cells with a

concentration factor of 180×. As the sun moves across the sky, the

spots of concentrated light have to be captured by the cells, so a

planar micro-tracking mechanism shifts the backplane with respect to

the optics and the chassis to track the sun for AOIs up to 55�

(Figure 1B). This tracking range can be sufficient to collect roughly

80% of the yearly irradiation available in installations without

near-field shadows. However, this figure is increased in urban

landscapes because steep incidence angles are often intercepted by

buildings nearby.

To ensure optimal concentrating power and transmission over a

wide range of AOIs, a biconvex aspheric lens design is proposed, simi-

lar to others described in the literature.8 Fresnel lenses or other

plano-convex designs have been excluded due to their poor off-axis

performance. The aspherical coefficients of the biconvex lens were
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optimized for optical efficiency and angular tolerance using ray-tracing

simulations. Hexagonal lens tiling is chosen to minimize vignetting by

the lens edges. The angular performance of the optical system is

detailed in Section 3.1. A first laboratory prototype with seven cells

achieved a direct sunlight conversion efficiency of 36.4% in 2016.9,10

A pilot site is installed since 2017 at the rooftop of EPFL, Switzerland

(Figure 1A) to validate the robustness of the module architecture and

tracking mechanism.10 In 2019, a 0.1-m2 pre-series module was

characterized with a 29.0% efficiency at Concentrator Standard Test

Conditions (CSTC, as defined in IEC 62670-1). In order to increase

angular tolerances to manufacturing errors, a secondary glass half-ball

lens was attached to the solar cells. This module already featured a

tracking range of ±55�.11 The dominating loss factors from the lab

prototype to the pre-series module are (1) optical losses due to the

addition of a protection glass and (2) alignment losses.

In conventional CPV systems, diffuse sunlight is wasted as it does

not get focused on the solar cells due to limited angular acceptance of

concentrator optics. This loss strongly affects their market opportuni-

ties, as the diffuse fraction is in the range of 10% to 30% even in loca-

tions with a high DNI, and a fraction of 40% is easily found in

populated areas.5,12 Insolight has developed two different architec-

tures to harvest diffuse sunlight:

A. A hybrid CPV/PV architecture (Figure 1C) where diffuse light

spread over the back plane is captured by large flat-plate Si cells

behind the III–V concentrator cells.

B. A translucent architecture (Figure 1D) where diffuse light is trans-

mitted through the module for dual-land-use applications

Furthermore, the ability to capture diffuse light reduces the

sensitivity to soiling of CPV optics, which generates losses that

depend on the location and plant maintenance protocols.13 In a hybrid

or translucent module, forward-scattered light from dust particles that

is not concentrated on the III–V solar cells is transmitted to the back

plane where it can be harvested by flat-plate Si cells or allowed to

escape through.

2.1 | Hybrid III–V/Si architecture

In the CPV-on-PV architecture, direct sunlight is focused on the high-

efficiency III–V triple-junction cells, while diffuse light, transmitted

through the optical layer, is captured by a layer of lower cost Si cells,

as shown in Figure 1C. The concept enables extension of planar-

micro-tracking CPV to locations with lower DNI content, as it

approaches the efficiency of Si panels under diffuse illumination con-

ditions, and provides an efficiency boost in case of direct illumination.

The perspective has motivated several groups to explore the idea in

various realizations: III–V cells located in-between spaced Si cells,14

mounted on a transparent substrate above the Si cells,14–16 or directly

mounted on top of the Si cell.5,12,17,18 Hybrid Insolight modules ini-

tially took the first approach. The aspherical coefficients that define

the shape of the biconvex lens were optimized using ray-tracing simu-

lations in order to maximize simultaneously the amount of direct light

concentrated on a 1-mm triple-junction cell and the amount of diffuse

light transmitted and captured by the flat-plate Si cells. The c-Si cells

were laser-ablated to create holes where the III–V cells were

F IGURE 1 (A) Photograph of the Insolight pilot site on a rooftop of the EPFL campus in Lausanne, Switzerland. (B) Simplified sketch of
Insolight's planar micro-tracking system. The III–V cell array is translated with respect to the lens array to accommodate for different angles of
incidence (AOIs) of the direct sunlight. (C) Sketch of the hybrid Si/III–V architecture where diffuse light is captured by Si cells. (d) Sketch of the
translucent architecture where diffuse light is transmitted through the back plane
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installed.10 The Si cells captured successfully the diffuse radiation but

also recovered a significant fraction of the direct light for AOIs larger

than the tracking range, which would otherwise be lost (Figure 2).

However, the assembled modules also revealed limitations of the

laser-ablated Si cells: reliability issues (delamination of the Si cells near

the holes), fill factor drop (leading to a poor efficiency of 7.5% for the

Si cells) attributed to short circuits created by the ablation, and pro-

hibitive processing costs for industrialization perspectives.

In order to overcome these limitations, a new process was

implemented where the III–V cells are assembled on a glass substrate,

which can then be integrated within a glass–Si–glass laminate

(Figure 3). This approach benefits from the maturity of the standard

glass–Si–glass laminates in terms of reliability and cost. Moreover, the

laminate is compatible with bifacial Si cells, which can capture albedo

from the surroundings. The benefits of using bifacial Si cells in a

hybrid CPV/PV architecture were discussed by Martínez et al.17 The

energy gains associated will be further discussed in Section 3.3.

2.2 | Translucent architecture

A second option to utilize diffuse light is to let it be transmitted

through the module and use this energy for some other purpose. Dif-

fuse light can be transmitted by assembling the III–V cells on a trans-

parent backplane. The concept has been demonstrated using CPV

modules with two-axis tracking.19,20 It enables CPV applications in

building-integrated PV (e.g., skylights) or a dual use of the land on

which the PV system is installed, like in the combination with agricul-

tural production (agrivoltaics or agrophotovoltaics). Agrivoltaics is

attracting growing attention, and several groups have demonstrated

win–win situations or larger-than-unity land use. A pilot study in

southern Germany demonstrated a 60% increase of land usage: 80%

of electricity produced and 80% of food production.21 Furthermore,

the shading provided by PV systems has been proved beneficial for

crop production in eco-systems where water scarcity is an issue.22

The most mature implementations are based on spaced Si modules

installed on elevated racks23–25 while technical innovations have

explored the integration in greenhouse rooftops of semi-transparent

modules based on micro-solar cells,26 bifacial modules,27 or

wavelength-selective luminescent absorbers.28 The dynamic control

of sunlight on crops via tracking PV modules is also a recent topic of

interest, which has been shown to increase crop productivity com-

pared to stationary PV while increasing the ground coverage ratio.29

When combined with a transparent glass backplane, the planar micro-

tracking of Insolight modules can be used to perform this dynamic

control. Tracking can be optimized for instance to ensure sufficient

transmitted light at the beginning and the end of the growth season,

thus increasing crop yields. Insolight has developed an alternative

module architecture with a transparent backplane called Translucent

High-Efficiency PV modules for Integration in Agriculture (THEIA, see

F IGURE 2 Short-circuit current of CPV (III–
V) and PV (Si) submodules monitored at the
rooftop of the solar energy Institute in Madrid in
2019 during three different types of days with
high DNI: afternoon cloud passages (May 27),
high-altitude thin clouds (May 28), and clear sky
(May 29)

F IGURE 3 Photograph of the backplane of the glass–Si–glass
laminate for the Insolight III–V/Si hybrid architecture: III–V cells are
assembled on a transparent printed circuit board, which is laminated
on top of Si cells (multi-busbar PERC cells in this case, although
several alternatives have been studied). III–V cells are encapsulated
under secondary optics (half-ball lenses) to increase alignment
tolerances
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Figure 4A) to enable this type of applications. Its planar tracking has

other potential advantages for agrivoltaics compared to conventional

Si panels.30 The inherent splitting of the direct/diffuse light by CPV

optics combines high-efficiency electricity generation from direct light

and homogenous illumination of the crops by transmitting diffuse irra-

diance through. The fixed tilt enables integration in static structures

such as the roof of greenhouses, without the need of module spacing

(Figure 4B). The lens array acts as a light diffuser that eliminates

shadows created by direct light. Previously published calculations pre-

dict the energy yield of planar-tracking micro-CPV modules to be simi-

lar to conventional, opaque flat-plate Si arrays, while the former

additionally provides sufficient photosynthetically active radiation

(PAR) for crops.30 In the next section, we detail further predictions for

energy yield and transmitted light.

3 | PERFORMANCE MODELING OF
INSOLIGHT TECHNOLOGY

The outdoor characterization of pre-commercial Insolight's hybrid

III–V/Si modules presented elsewhere validated their capabilities of

diffuse capture, planar micro-tracking, and high direct light-

conversion efficiency of nearly 30% CSTC.11 However, a

fundamental step for marketability is the ability to predict energy

yield for potential installations at any given site with low

uncertainty, in order to provide confidence to investors and project

planners. The fundamental gains of the Insolight approach come

from non-standard features that cannot be directly modeled with

standard PV simulation programs like PVSYST. Insolight has

developed performance models that capture the unique behavior

of their system and provide energy yield estimations for the

different system configurations described above. Due to the rising

interest on the hybrid CPV/PV approach and in order to provide

the research community or project planners with well-documented

and transparent tools to model this type of systems, UPM has

created new modules for the open-source library PVLIB Python.

Furthermore, CSEM has extended performance models to account

for the energy gains linked to the use of bifacial cells for the

flat-plate submodule, which are very sensitive to albedo.

3.1 | Insolight performance models and energy
yield estimations

In order to estimate the annual energy yield of their modules, Insolight

has developed a methodology detailed in this section, which is based

on the following steps:

1. Ray-tracing simulation of the lens is used to calculate direct-light-

on-III–V and diffuse-light-on-Si effective optical efficiency as a

function of the AOI. Reference spectrum is used as input. The

external quantum efficiency (EQE) of III–V triple-junction and Si

cells is used to estimate their photogenerated currents,

respectively.

2. Angular binning of the available yearly irradiation, considering

direct and diffuse separately.

3. Calculation of the overall module yield by combining yearly angular

distribution bins with the lens performance from Step 1.

3.1.1 | Lens performance

The ability of a PV module to collect light depends on the AOI,

primarily because the reflectance and the absorption of the light at

the optical layers depends on the effective thickness of the optical

layers and the separation between them. This makes sensitivity of

module power to AOI higher than that of the cosine response. This

effect is typically accounted for by defining an incidence angle

modifier (IAM). Standard physical or empirical models found in the

literature based on the optical layers of PV modules cannot be

used because of the very different characteristics of CPV optical

systems. This curve has been characterized using ray-tracing

simulations for the two submodules in the Insolight hybrid system

(III–V and Si cells). The optical efficiency of the optical system for

direct light was simulated as a function of the AOI. Two different

lens materials were considered: optical silicone and PMMA, which

affects dispersion and spectral absorption properties. Figure 5 plots

the angular performance of the biconvex lens for the two

materials. For concentration onto the III–V triple-junction cell,

optical efficiency is defined as the ratio

F IGURE 4 (A) Photograph of an
assembled planar micro-tracking
translucent PV module. (B) Sketch of
THEIA modules integrated in the roof
of a greenhouse: direct irradiance is
converted into electricity and diffuse
light is evenly transmitted to the crops
below
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ηopt,III−V = IIII−V=I0,III−V,

where I0,III–V is the photocurrent that the III–V cell would produce if

the totality of the light intensity impinging on the lens area would

enter the solar cell and IIII–V is the photocurrent produced by the

triple-junction cell under the light concentrated by the designed lens

(perfectly aligned, taking into account reflection and absorption

losses). The light incident on the lens has a reference AM1.5 direct

spectrum (as per ASTM G173-03). The solar cell considered is a triple-

junction GaInP/GaInAs/Ge cell. The photocurrent is estimated

through the integration of the EQE of each sub-cell with the absorbed

spectrum, and taking the minimum of the three sub-cell currents. For

the capture of the diffuse light* by c-Si cells, optical efficiency is

defined in the same way as for the III–V cells, except that the EQE of

a generic c-Si cell is used and the cell dimension is infinite

(no concentration losses). For the prediction of transmitted light

through the module for crop production, we also used ray tracing and

calculated the transmission of the PAR spectrum (400 to 700 nm).

3.1.2 | Direct and diffuse light modeling

Solar radiation data was obtained from the hourly resolved typical

meteorological years (TMY) available at the Photovoltaic Geographical

Information System (PVGIS) tool,31 using the long-term average of the

2006–2015 period. From DNI and solar position data, we calculate a

polar plot of direct inclined irradiance (DII) for the chosen tilt of the

solar panel (see Figure 6, bottom left). The polar plot of diffuse irradi-

ance projected on the panel is calculated from DNI and global hori-

zontal irradiance (GHI) data using a decomposition in 15 sky types

(Figure 6, bottom right), as described in Darula and Kittler ,32 which

takes into account local prevailing conditions. The polar plots of direct

and diffuse irradiance are then projected in the module plane and

binned as a function of AOI (Figure 7). Bins of ±5� are chosen around

the AOI values of 5�, 15�, … 85�. These angular distributions are then

combined with the optical performance of the system (shown in

Figure 5) to integrate the yearly energy yield production.

3.1.3 | Energy yield calculations

The energy yield calculations are based on the angular irradiance and

optical efficiency data described above (PMMA optics). The efficiency

of the PV and CPV components is calculated on the lens area. The

fraction of the module area that is not covered by lenses (e.g., on the

edges of the panel) is ignored, as it depends on the module size

(decreasing with module size). The system is modeled based on realis-

tic parameters of the Insolight modules: (1) the lens layer is protected

by a cover glass (low-iron, two-side broadband anti-reflection

(AR) coated glass with 95% transmission at 0� AOI); (2) we assume a

module-level 5% power loss due to lens-to-cell alignment inaccuracies

(empirically determined); (3) the backplane (glass–Si–glass laminate for

hybrid design, glass plate for translucent design) is two-side AR

coated; (4) the efficiency of the III–V triple-junction cell is realistically

assumed to be 41.5% under a concentration of 180×. The efficiency

of the c-Si submodule is assumed to be 20% at Standard Test Condi-

tions (STC), but a 3% relative loss is applied to take into account the

low irradiance conditions (�200W/m2) at the backplane33; (5) shading

losses, that is, the ratio of the backplane that is covered with III–V

cells and interconnections, thus preventing diffuse light to reach the

Si backplane (in the hybrid system) or to be transmitted (in the translu-

cent system), are set to 15%. These simulation parameters result in a

calculated efficiency of 29% (CSTC) for the CPV part of the module,

in agreement with measurement realized at concentrator STC in

2019.11 Table 1 summarizes the locations considered for energy yield

estimations: Lausanne, Madrid, Almeria, and Phoenix, along with the

values of yearly irradiation and module tilt for each location. Panels

are tilted due South, 10� lower than the latitude.

F IGURE 5 Angular performance of
the lens design: optical efficiency as a
function of AOI for concentration onto a
III–V cell (continuous lines) and for light
transmission to a Si cell (dashed lines).
Two optical designs are shown: silicone
lens design (gray lines) and PMMA lens
design (black lines)

*The angular transmission of diffuse light is ray traced for each AOI separately. We used the

same AM1.5 incident spectrum for simplicity, as it does not introduce a significant difference

in the weighted average transmission through the optics.

6 NARDIN ET AL.



F IGURE 6 Polar plots of a sub-sample of solar positions through the year (in ground and module reference frames) (top), and angular
distributions of direct and diffuse inclined irradiation per solid angle on the module plane, for Madrid and a module tilt of 30� (bottom). The solar
trajectories are projected to the module reference frame so the plot radius represents the solar angle with respect to the module normal. Please

note that East and West are now 90� and 270� of azimuth with respect to the north of this new reference frame. Therefore, the solar noon for
summer months is north to this normal vector. Solar resource was calculated from the 2005–2016 TMY available at the PVGIS tool

F IGURE 7 Angular distribution (10� bins) of yearly direct and diffuse inclined irradiation available in Madrid versus AOI for on a plane with a
tilt of 30� due South

NARDIN ET AL. 7



3.1.4 | Energy yield predictions for the hybrid
PV-CPV system

We compare in Figure 8 the energy yield calculation results for (1) A

planar micro-tracking system with III–V cells only, (2) a planar micro-

tracking system with III–V cells and a backplane of generic Si cells,

and (3) a generic Si module (20% efficiency). The results show that the

planar tracking micro-CPV with III–V cells alone has a lower energy

yield than conventional Si PV in the medium- and low-DNI locations.

The two systems are almost on par in Southern Spain, and planar-

tracking micro-CPV takes the advantage over conventional Si PV in

high-DNI regions like Phoenix. The energy yield ratio as a function of

diffuse light content (diffuse horizontal irradiance (DHI)/GHI) is shown

by the gray curve in Figure 10. Remarkably, when adding a Si layer to

form a hybrid III–V/Si system, planar tracking micro-CPV takes the

advantage over conventional Si PV for all locations, including low-DNI

Lausanne. The orange curve in Figure 10 shows an energy advantage

of hybrid planar tracking micro-CPV up to 28.8% over conventional Si

PV. It is interesting to look at the boost provided by the addition of

the Si cells in the planar-tracking architecture (blue curve in

Figure 10): the boost is always significant, (15% even in high-DNI

Phoenix), although more significant in the low-DNI region (over 30%

in Lausanne).

3.1.5 | Energy yield predictions for the translucent
system

The energy yield of translucent modules (THEIA) is the same as for

the planar-tracking micro-CPV system with III–V cells only. We also

plot in Figure 9 the energy included in the PAR spectrum transmit-

ted through the module, available for crop production. It should be

noted that it scales with DHI rather than GHI. Interesting for

agrivoltaics systems is the comparison of THEIA with a Si cell sys-

tem whose absorbers would be spaced to let the same amount of

transmitted light energy through as the diffuse light transmitted by

THEIA (in the module plane). The percentage of the uncovered

area in the Si system would go from 31% in Lausanne to 18% in

Phoenix. The energy yield of a Si array with the coverage

calculated above is plotted in Figure 9 for comparison and is

always significantly lower than the energy yield of THEIA. The

quantitative comparison is shown by the yellow curve in Figure 10,

demonstrating an energy yield advantage for THEIA over a spaced

Si array, for all locations considered and up to 30%. Also not

included here, THEIA system has a functional advantage as it

can be misaligned on purpose to let the direct light be transmitted

through the module instead of converted into electricity, if

needed for the crop production at specific times of the season or

the day. This dynamic control feature may provide an advantage in

ground covering ratio allowed for the THEIA installation over a

static system.

3.1.6 | Planned improvements

The above prediction figures are based on the current design of

Insolight modules. Further improvements are under development and

planned to be implemented within 3 years in the framework of the

HIPERION project (see Section 4): eliminating alignment losses (cur-

rently �5%) thanks to industrial assembly process and simplification

of the optical layer (removal of the front glass layer that causes 5%

concentration losses at 0� AOI). These improvements will positively

impact the performance of both the hybrid III–V/Si and the translu-

cent modules, bringing the direct light-conversion efficiency closer to

TABLE 1 Locations considered for energy yield estimations

Location Latitude, longitude Module tilt GHI (kWh/m2/year) DNI (kWh/m2/year) DHI (kWh/m2/year)

Lausanne 46.5�N, 6.63�E 36� 1,362.2 1,478.1 551.4

Madrid 40.42�N, 3.70�W 30� 1,812.8 2,206.8 556.9

Almeria 36.84�N, 2.46�W 27� 1,906.7 2,296.6 556.2

Phoenix 33.45�N, 112.07�W 23� 1,986.5 2,530.2 454.7

F IGURE 8 Comparison of yearly energy yield per square
millimeter of module in Lausanne, Madrid, Almeria, and Phoenix for

three different systems: Planar-tracking micro-CPV with III–V cells
only, planar-tracking micro-CPV with hybrid III–V/Si architecture, and
conventional Si PV. The plain columns are the results of calculation
with current design. The dashed add-ons show a forward-looking
scenario (3 years from now), based on improvements planned within
the HIPERION project (but not taking into account the enhancement
potential of bifacial Si cells in the hybrid architecture)
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the 32% (CSTC) obtained on the lab prototype in 2016. The energy

yield and comparison with standard Si PV resulting from these

improvements are shown with the dashed columns in Figures 8 and 9

and with the dotted lines in Figure 10: the planar-tracking hybrid III–

V/Si system will produce nearly 40% more energy than a conventional

Si PV module, and the THEIA system will produce almost 50% more

energy than a conventional Si PV array spaced to let the same amount

of sunlight be transmitted. In addition, as mentioned in Section 2.1,

Insolight hybrid architecture is optimal for the use of bifacial Si cells.

The potential of bifacial boost has not been included in the above cal-

culations, but is discussed in Section 3.3. It will further boost the per-

formance of the hybrid III–V/Si architecture to generate up to �30%

more annual energy yield in the location studied (Madrid).

3.2 | Development of open-source models for
hybrid static CPV modules on PVLIB

The modeling described in previous section is based on a methodol-

ogy developed at Insolight, primarily meant to generate a good under-

standing of their own technology and produce sound business cases.

However, it is based on a diverse toolchain, often proprietary, which

cannot be easily transferred to any interested parties like investors,

project engineers, or other research teams. Due to the rising interest

on this hybrid CPV/PV approach, a model for this type of systems has

been developed for the PVLIB Python framework. PVLIB Python is an

open-source initiative supported by a large community of researchers

from academia, research centers, and private companies. It provides a

F IGURE 10 Yearly energy
yield comparison for different
systems. Gray: Planar tracking
micro-CPV with III–V cells only
compared to conventional Si
PV. Orange: Hybrid III–V/Si
planar tracking micro-CPV
compared to conventional Si
PV. Blue: Hybrid III–V/Si planar
tracking micro-CPV compared to
planar tracking micro-CPV with
III–V cells only. Yellow: THEIA
compared to a conventional Si PV
array whose absorbers would be
spaced to let the same amount of
light transmitted than THEIA. The
dotted lines show a forward-
looking scenario (3 years from
now), based on improvements
planned within the HIPERION
project

F IGURE 9 Energy yield and
transmitted energy per square
millimeter of module for THEIA, and
comparison with a standard Si PV
system whose cells are spaced to let
the same amount of transmitted
energy (at the module level) than
THEIA. The plain columns are the
results of calculation with current

design. The dashed add-ons show a
forward-looking scenario (3 years from
now), based on improvements planned
within the HIPERION project
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library with a set of transparent and well documented classes and

functions for simulating the performance of PV systems.34 Its results

have been extensively validated against other industry-standard soft-

ware packages like PVSYST or SAM.35 Its API is implemented in three

layers: core functions, classes for a conventional PV system and a pro-

ject location, and a class for performing a complete modeling chain.

Based on the existing knowledge on the hybrid CPV/PV system by

Insolight, new classes have been developed to model CPV modules

(CPVSystem), tracking-integrated CPV modules (StaticCPVSystem), flat-

plate submodules behind a concentrator (StaticFlatPlateSystem), and

tracking-integrated hybrid CPV/PV modules (StaticHybridSystem). A

hierarchical design is followed where the global StaticHybridSystem

class is composed of the outputs of both StaticFlatPlateSystem and

StaticCPVSystem classes, the latter in turn composed of the

CPVSystem class. A diagram of the complete model is shown in

Figure 11. This model can be directly fitted to the Insolight technol-

ogy, but it has been conceived as a generic modeling tool for any CPV

system with external or integrated tracking, hybrid or III–V alone.

In order to be as analogous as possible to PVSYST, CPV systems

are modeled using the single-diode model plus two derating factors

(known as utilization factors in PVSYST, UF) that describe additional

losses produced by the sensitivity of the lens efficiency to tempera-

ture and by the nonlinear sensitivity to spectral conditions of III–V

multi-junction solar cells.36 Air mass (AM) and ambient temperature

(Tair) are used as a proxy for lens temperature and spectral conditions,

respectively. Each UF is a piecewise linear approximation of the

nonlinear behavior of module efficiency versus those quantities. The

irradiance available for static (tracking-integrated) systems is modeled

by adding transposition models from DNI and GHI to direct and global

irradiance at the plane of array, DII and GII, respectively. The tracking

range of 55� is taken into account through the AOIlimit parameter,

beyond which DNI is not captured by the CPV submodule anymore,

but contributes to the flat-plate submodule. IAMs for the III–V and Si

submodules described in the previous section are introduced as

IAMCPV and IAMflat plate, respectively.

The model has been developed with functional and physical unit

tests to check the coherence of the results. Its ability to model

Insolight technology has been already explored using an outdoor mea-

surement campaign carried out at the rooftop of the Solar Energy

Institute of the UPM in Madrid.37 The left side of Figure 12 shows the

hourly comparison of the measured and modeled performance during

two sample days for the two outputs of the Insolight technology: the

III–V submodule (top) and the c-Si submodule (bottom). The model is

able to reproduce the behavior during clear and cloudy days and the

switching behavior when the tracking range is exceeded, although the

model is still under validation. The root mean square error (RMSE) and

mean bias error (MBE) of the modeling are given for the 2 days

shown: RMSE is 1.6 and 0.34 W for the III–V and Si subsystems,

respectively. Modeling errors are mostly linked to the response at the

high-AOI tails.

F IGURE 11 Diagram of the PVLIB classes developed to model integrated-tracking hybrid systems composed of a CPV submodule that
collects direct irradiance and a flat-plate PV submodule that collects diffuse irradiance
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3.3 | CSEM model for bifacial Si cells performance
under diffuse light

All simulations of the hybrid modules presented in the previous sec-

tions only account for the front-side contribution of the silicon

backplane. The backplane energy production can be increased either

by covering the rear side of the module with a white backsheet or

using bifacial solar cells, transforming the hybrid CPV/PV Insolight

module into a bifacial device.

In the present section two bifacial configurations are considered:

• Configuration A (see Figure 13, left) consists in eight strings of

eight half interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cells with a mea-

sured bifaciality factor ϕ of 0.5.

• Configuration B (see Figure 13, right) consists in six strings of six half-

cut heterojunction (HJT) solar cells with a bifaciality factor ϕ of 0.95.

Using a white backsheet helps increasing the photogenerated

current as the light that hits the backsheet is diffused and can be

reabsorbed by the silicon solar cells due to total internal reflection

on the backplane front glass. This so-called zero-depth concentrator

effect is interesting in the present case due to the small filling

factor of the solar cells (i.e., the relative area of the solar cells to

the module area). A relative gain on power of 3.3% and 4.8% was

measured following this approach for configurations A and B, with

filling factors of 77.6% and 73.6%, respectively. In approach A,

eight strings of eight IBC bifacial half cells are interconnected in

series whereas in approach B, six strings of six bifacial HJT half-

cells are interconnected in series with a multi-wire approach. In

the latter case, the number of interconnector has been optimized

to achieve the best performance in the non-standard operating

conditions, that is, about 0.3 suns of irradiance. The bifaciality

factors have been estimated for each configuration as the ratio of

F IGURE 12 Hourly
comparison of measured and
modeled performance for the III–
V and Si submodules within the
Insolight hybrid module during
two sample days: a clear sky day
(June 1) and a cloudy and clear
day (June 2)

F IGURE 13 Left: configuration A with eight strings of eight half-cut IBC solar cells. Cells are connected in series along the long dimension.
Right: configuration B with six strings of six half-cut HJT solar cells. Cells are connected in series along the small dimension. The gray rectangles
are module components inducing shading on the rear side of the Si cells. Each string is connected in parallel with a bypass diode
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rear and front short-circuit current (ISC) measured on each module

side after removal of the PCB permanent shading.

Energy gains associated to bifaciality will be larger than in con-

ventional flat plate because the front side only receives the diffuse

fraction further shaded by the optics and III–V arrays. In contrast, the

rear side is only shaded by some small actuation elements (highlighted

with gray boxes in Figure 13) and will receive most of the incident

irradiance reflected from the terrain and surroundings. To reduce the

mismatch losses that these actuation elements introduce, each string

is connected in parallel with a bypass diode. Thus, the role of bypass

diodes is important and has been included in the modeling below.

Irradiance received at the rear plane critically depends on the

characteristics of the surroundings and mounting geometry such as

ground albedo, obstacle shading, module tilt, ground clearance or

array spacing. The main parameters affecting the bifacial energy gain

are ground albedo (the fraction of irradiance incident on the terrain

that is reflected in backscattering) and ground clearance, namely, the

distance between the ground and the bottom of the module frame.

Clearance impacts the view factor of the module rear surface,

increasing the amount of effective irradiance absorbed by the module.

Energy yield and bifacial gain have been simulated for configura-

tions A and B using the Matlab PVLIB Toolbox for estimating effective

in-plane irradiance.38 To properly account for the effect of non-

uniform irradiance, a Matlab procedure developed at CSEM calculates

the full module IV curve including current mismatch between cells and

the effect of bypass diodes. One IV curve is calculated at each time

step to improve the accuracy of the energy yield estimation. This

approach allows to determine the impact of ground clearance and

bypass diodes on the energy yield.

In Figure 14, three cases are considered. The first one corre-

sponds to a standard installation where the module is directly installed

on a flat rooftop with a fixed tilt angle and a zero ground clearance.

The second case could correspond to a bifacial rack structure (50-cm

clearance) in a utility-scale power plant or a large industrial rooftop

system, and the last case would correspond to a public use with

300-cm clearance (parking lot, bay window in a shopping mall, etc.).

The bifacial gain rapidly increases with ground clearance until a height

of 1 m and then saturates before decreasing again.39 The reason is

that the view factor of each individual cell increases with module ele-

vation. This gain is further enhanced by the reduction of current mis-

match between cells as the irradiance homogeneity from albedo is

increased. This effect is visible in Figure 14 (bottom) where the

irradiance hitting the rear of each individual cell is plotted for each

time of the day.

The effect of bypass diodes is shown in Figure 15, where the

power–voltage curve for three IBC configurations is plotted. Power is

normalized to the maximum power (Pmpp) of the monofacial configura-

tion estimated for clear sky conditions in Madrid at the solar noon of

June 21 using Ineichen model.40 Bifacial configurations are simulated

with a ground clearance of 300 cm. For the simulations, the front irra-

diance is composed of the direct, sky-diffused, and ground-reflected

components. The rear irradiance is composed of the ground-reflected

and sky-diffuse components. Under these conditions, the Pmpp devel-

oped by the bifacial configuration with no bypass diode is more than

twice as high as the monofacial configuration. With the use of one

bypass diode per string, the power gain rises to 2.5. To avoid losing

too much of the bifacial gain due to mechanical elements on the mod-

ule backside, bypass diodes have been integrated within the laminate.

F IGURE 14 Top: colormap of the simulated irradiance reaching each cell on the rear side for three different ground clearance—0, 50, and
300 cm. Bottom: rear irradiance reaching the cells during a day under clear sky conditions (Ineichen model). Each line represents a unique cell
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To calculate the bifacial gain of each configuration, the rear

irradiance on each individual cell has been calculated using the view

factor approach.41,42 The TMY data from the PVGIS tool31 were

used for the yearly energy yield simulations, using the 2006–2015

period. The Perez sky diffuse model43 was used to transpose in-plane

diffuse irradiance.

The simulations presented hereafter have been performed for

the first module of a row of five, considering a module spacing of

10 cm (see Figure 14). The tilt angle θ has been set according to

the rule-of-thumb of the latitude −10�. For all locations, the

ground albedo has been set to 0.45, corresponding to ordinary

Portland cement concrete.44 The installation is facing south

(azimuth angle of 180�).

The effective irradiance Geff on each individual cell at each time

step is calculated as follows.

Geff =Geff,rear +Geff,front,diffuse +Geff,front,direct, ð1Þ

Geff,rear =Gcalc,rear � 1−Lossrearð Þ �ϕIsc, ð2Þ

Geff,front,diffuse =Gcalc,front,diffuse � 1−Lossfront,diffuseð Þ, ð3Þ

Geff,front,direct =Gcalc,front,direct � 1−Lossfront,directð Þ, ð4Þ

where Gcalc,rear, Gcalc,front,diffuse, and Gcalc,front,direct are respectively

the rear-side total irradiance, the front-side diffuse irradiance,

and the front-side direct irradiance. ϕIsc is the measured bifaciality

factor of the cell, that is, 0.5 for the IBC cell and 0.95 for the

HJT cell. The Loss terms contain all optical contributions to

irradiance for each side and each component, that is, “direct”
and “diffuse”:

• The term Lossrear encompasses the cell-dependent permanent

shading at the backside and the encapsulant/glass layers

losses (�1.5%).

• The term Lossfront,diffuse corresponds to diffuse irradiance losses due

to the transmission through the lens layer (26%, a weighted aver-

age of the angular response), the shading due to PCB traces of the

III–V circuit (15%) and the reflection and absorption losses at the

encapsulant–glass multi-layers (2.5%).

• The term Lossfront,direct accounts for the angular-dependent trans-

mission losses produced on the direct beam by the front layers, as

described by the IAM (see Figure 5). The static shading of PCB

traces is 15%, and the encapsulant/glass multi-layers losses are

2.5% (reflection and absorption). Furthermore, Lossfront,direct is set

to 0 when the AOI of the direct beam is within the range of the

CPV tracking system (±55�) as the direct beam does not reach the

Si cells ideally (although in the real system this can be a mechanism

for mitigation of direct light losses in case of tracking

misalignment). The other angle losses are considered via the angle

modifier function, measured on modules of the same technology.

The temperature of the backplane has been calculated using the

model given in the IEC 61853-2 standard where the module tempera-

ture depends on the irradiance (G), the ambient temperature (Tamb)

and the wind speed (vwind) according to relation 5:

Tmod−Tamb =
G

u0 + u1 �vwind , ð5Þ

where G is the irradiance, the coefficient u0 describes the irradiance

influence and the u1 the wind influence. This empirical model is

assumed to be valid in the present bifacial hybrid design, but this

assumption requires further demonstration.

For the interconnection simulation, each cell is defined by a two-

diode model, the effective irradiance and the backplane temperature.

This cell-level approach allows considering the mismatch losses due to

the different effective irradiances and evaluating the impact of the

module elevation as well as the shading of components on the back

side of the module. The simulation is performed by interconnecting all

the cells in series and each string in parallel with a bypass diode.

The bifacial gain Bifigain is calculated using relation 6:

Bifigain =
Ebifacial−Emonofacialð Þ

Emonofacial
, ð6Þ

where E stands for the yearly energy yield. Please note that this bifa-

cial gain will be higher than in bare flat-plate modules because only

the diffuse fraction is collected at the front side (the one driving

Emonofacial).

In Figure 16, Bifigain has been computed for the two types of

bifacial configurations A (IBC) and B (HJT) simulated to be in Madrid

under three different clearance heights. The energy gain using bifacial

configurations for the Si backplane is obvious. The bifacial gain goes

F IGURE 15 Power plot normalized by the Pmpp in monofacial
configuration. Simulation uses synthetic clear sky conditions (Ineichen
model) on June 21 at zenith time and for a 300-cm ground clearance
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from 45.7% in Madrid for IBC cells with low clearance (rooftop

mounted) to 180% for a high clearance of 300 cm using HJT cells. The

lower gains of IBC are linked to their lower bifaciality, limited by the

back contact shading, and the larger shading factor of single strings

produced by the positioning components as evidenced in Figure 13.

In the best scenarios given above, a bifacial boost of 160%–180% on

the c-Si layer of the hybrid architecture will boost the yearly energy

yield calculated in Section 3.1 of the hybrid planar tracking micro-

concentrator module by �30%.

These unusually high bifacial gains are explained by the respective

contributions of front and rear sides on the effective irradiance.

Contrary to conventional bifacial modules, the front side only receives

the diffuse fraction which is further lowered by the optical layer and

the III–V primary cells array. On the rear side, the irradiance

reaching the backplane does not significantly differ from a conven-

tional bifacial module, except for the static shading elements. This

configuration leads to a smaller contribution of the front compared to

the rear side to the effective irradiance. This asymmetry is further

enhanced for the HJT case due to the higher bifaciality. For compari-

son, the HJT configuration has been simulated in the standard case

(i.e., without the optics and primary cells stacks) in Madrid for a 50-cm

ground clearance yielding a bifacial gain of 40%.

4 | ROADMAP TO INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION

The key components of Insolight modules have already been exten-

sively validated:

• Multi-junction solar cells have been used for many years in terres-

trial and space applications (satellites) demonstrating reliable per-

formance at high concentration with very low degradation rates

and mean time to failure higher than 30 years.45–47

• The optical layer is made of optical silicone or solar-grade PMMA,

materials that have also been qualified for photovoltaic applica-

tions, enduring extended exposure to UV radiation, humidity, and

high ambient temperature.48–50 The lens clusters are manufactured

by injection molding, a low-cost industrial process with high

throughput and good repeatability.

• The specific model of electrical actuators used for the micro-

tracking feature have been developed and qualified for the auto-

motive industry in high duty-cycle applications. They have a high

Ingress Protection rating (IP6K9K) ensuring protection against

water or dust ingress.

As detailed in Section 2, multiple performance and reliability dem-

onstrations have also been performed at module level on multiple pro-

totype of various sizes ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 m2, among which some

modules installed and monitored at EPFL (Lausanne, Switzerland)

since 2017.

On the road to commercialization, the main challenges that

remain are therefore not at component-level, but rather in the selec-

tion of the proper industrial processes required to assemble these

modules in a cost-effective manner, without compromising on perfor-

mance or reliability. For instance, the selection of an adhesive and

deposition process to ensure an accurate positioning and stable bond-

ing of the optical layer to the protective glass cover or the selection

and printing of a stable high-conductivity paste on glass for the inter-

connection of multi-junction solar cells.

While the existing Insolight prototypes have been assembled

using semi-manual processes in a lab environment, the goal of the

HIPERION project is to develop a pilot production line demonstrating

the industrial feasibility, throughput and repeatability of all the key

module assembly steps. This is done in several phases, first by assem-

bling a pre-series of modules in 2020 using non-optimized equipment,

then by developing dedicated high-throughput machines which will

be operational in the second half of 2021. The transition to industrial

assembly processes also offers potential for performance improve-

ments, as high-precision automated cells and optics positioning can

reduce alignment losses in comparison to the semi-manual processes

used up to now.

Another challenge that the HIPERION consortium aims to solve

lies in the proper characterization and power rating of these modules.

Due to their specific architecture and unique features, the modules

cannot be measured and rated in the exact same manner as conven-

tional silicon PV modules. For instance, a light beam with a high

degree of collimation (half-angle in the range of 0.3�) and a broad

spectrum (300 to 1,800 nm) is required for the characterization of the

III–V submodule. Moreover, existing industry norms do not encom-

pass hybrid modules, capable of collecting both direct and diffuse sun-

light with two different types of solar cells. Defining a proper

F IGURE 16 Estimated bifacial gains on the yearly energy yield
for configurations A and B in Madrid at three different ground
clearance heights. Please note that the front side receives diffuse
irradiance only. For comparison, 40% bifacial gain is obtained in the
50-cm-clearance simulation setup for bare flat-plate HJT modules
(without the CPV cover)
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methodology to rate the nominal power of such modules is therefore

another goal of HIPERION.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a micro-CPV module architecture with integrated

planar tracking that can be installed at a fixed tilt in a static frame. The

concept combines the high-efficiency of CPV (29% module efficiency

on direct sunlight at CSTC) with the ease of installation of standard

flat-plate PV. Two hybrid architectures have been presented to har-

vest the diffuse component of solar irradiance: (1) a hybrid architec-

ture where diffuse light is harvested by a layer of Si cells; (2) a

translucent architecture where diffuse light is transmitted through the

module for dual-land-use applications, such as agrivoltaics. We have

presented a set of simulation results that predict energy yields for the

hybrid and translucent architecture and compared it to a reference

20% efficiency flat-plate PV.

The results show that the hybrid architecture provides an excess

of yearly energy production compared to the reference flat-plate PV

system in all locations studied, including those with a low-DNI con-

tent, and up to 38% advantage in high-DNI locations. Therefore, roof-

top markets in most of Europe are enabled, where self-consumption

at a levelized cost of electricity below the grid prices can ultimately

provide economic benefits over conventional Si PV. The hybrid archi-

tecture backplane is based on a standard glass–Si–glass laminate that

is directly compatible with bifacial Si cells, and we calculate the addi-

tional energy production generated for different types of cells and

ground clearance heights. The translucent architecture can provide up

to 47% excess electricity compared to a reference Si array that would

be spaced to transmit the same amount of solar PAR for crop produc-

tion. Additionally, planar tracking of translucent modules can be used

to produce dynamic control of sunlight to optimize the radiation doses

required to maximize crop yields. An open-source modeling toolbox is

being developed within the PVLIB framework and shows a good

ability to reproduce the performance of the hybrid architecture. The

ongoing H2020 HIPERION project is tackling the challenges of mass

production, with a pilot high-throughput production line to be com-

pleted by 2021, bringing the planar tracking micro-CPV modules one

step closer to commercialization.
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